BERGER a collection of facts; a history offers in addition hypotheses as to how these facts are related to one another. To adapt a famous example from E. M. Forster, a chronicle says, "The king died and then the queen died"; a history says, "The king died, and then the queen died of grief."2 Here the relationship between the two facts, a and b, is causalnarrative. Another common kind of relationship is that of mutual implication: Facts a and b do not follow one another as cause and effect, but the existence of one implies the need for the other, and the reverse -the way, say, symphony orchestras and symphonic repertoire require one another. What these simple observations suggest is that so long as we limit our attention to a single fact or even a collection of facts, we are not writing history. History requires that we consider more than one fact and that we consider our facts within a context that allows us to interpret them (whether in terms of narrative causation or mutual implication).
What this suggests, further, is a broad (and, admittedly, extremely schematic) division within musicology between those whose primary concern is to establish facts and those who would rather interpret facts. (It probably goes without saying that we are dealing with ideal types here; in actual scholarly practice, most of us try to do both things at once, and the distinction becomes at most a matter of emphasis.) To ask about the state and identity of musicology today, whether in Europe or America or both, is to ask, among others, which of these two poles is currently in favor. (I should mention in passing that contrary to what the title of this roundtable may imply, I doubt that European musicology has, or should have, an identity distinct from, and opposed to, the American one, just as I remain skeptical with regard to any efforts to formulate a European political-social-cultural identity in opposition to that of America. In both domains, my inclination is not to exaggerate the differences between Europe and America. For one thing, the internal divisions within each-European and American musicology-seem to me far deeper than the division between them; for another, what the two have in common seems to me to prevail over what separates them. And what they do have in common is, among others, that they are internally divided, or to put it more positively, pluralist. With regard to musicology, in short, as with regard to its larger political-social-cultural context, I tend to be an "Euroatlanticist" rather than "Eurogaullist."3) Are we (whoever "we" are) today more interested in establishing what was done, by whom, where, and when, or in interpreting and hence and quite a few of our contemporaries continue to bring out critical editions in the morning even as they wildly speculate and interpret in the afternoon. In the history of musicology, as in the individual development of each one of us, the pendulum between establishing facts and interpreting them swings forever back and forth; at most, one might perhaps assert that hermeneutics has been lately somewhat more in fashion (but even this is far from certain, and in any case there are signs that the hermeneutic moment may be passing, as we shall presently see).
The second half of Dahlhaus's formula, in turn, requires that the facts we interpret be musical rather than extramusical. This assumes that we can distinguish musical from nonmusical facts. The assumption does not seem unreasonable. To begin with, musical facts will be construed by historians on the basis of documents produced by individual actions of performers, composers, and listeners: Thus musical facts include actual performances ("events") that sound at specific places and times (and facts of this kind occupy performance historians); they include composed texts (the term "works" is potentially misleading, but so entrenched as to be inevitable), each of which may be the basis of a number of different performances (these kinds of facts have been so central to what musicologists do that we have no special name for historians interested in them); and finally, they include experiences and interpretations that listeners and readers derive from these performances and texts (the subject of reception historians). But in music as elsewhere, individual actions can make sense only within a broader context of premises and constraints established by social practices, shared activities with relatively stable and continuous, though not unchanging, aims, means by which these aims are realized, and the institutions that support the activities of all those engaged in the practice.5 Thus, musical facts must include not only the results of individual actions, but also the social practices in the context of which these individual actions are undertaken, practices that produce such relatively abstract items as genres. But then there are also the kinds of facts we music historians may want to consider when interpreting musical facts but that are not themselves musical: specifically, the individual features and biographies of the musical actors and the social circumstances in which they act. One might include a musician's character and identity (sexual, racial, economic, social, national, religious) and the prevailing social and political attitudes of his or her milieu-the list of potentially relevant items is endless, and the point of Dahlhaus's formula is not to limit it in any way. Rather, the point is to be sure that when musical and non-musical facts are confronted with each other, it is with the aim of illuminating the former by means of the latter, not the reverse. A Dahlhausian historian will use what he knows about the change of the prevailing political and philosophical attitudes after the failed revolutions of 1848-49 to shed light on inconsistencies in Der Ring des Nibelungen rather than using the drama to document and interpret the mid-century shift in the history of ideas.
The second half of Dahlhaus's formula, unlike the first one, may indeed provide a useful tool for spotting trends in recent musicology (and thus help reveal its identity). Two such trends may be plausibly postulated, or so it seems to me. First, to a number of our colleagues today it is no longer as obvious as it was to Dahlhaus in 1977 that they must use nonmusical facts to illuminate the musical ones, not the reverse. It is not that they disagree with Dahlhaus but rather that they are not as anxious to identify what they do as "music history." Instead, they see their research as a component of a larger field of "cultural studies" and, frequently inspired by the example of their ethnomusicological neighbors, do not hesitate to use musical facts to illuminate a culture The second trend concerns the choice of the kind of musical facts one is interested in. It seems, namely, that we are less and less willing to accept the composer as the unchallenged central actor on the musichistorical stage. This is the case even when we study the developments from the 18th to the mid 20oth centuries, that is, the period during which the composer was seen to play the central role. It is not, of course, that history of music understood as history of composition has been abandoned or is likely to be abandoned anytime soon. It is, rather, that we have been paying increasing attention to the composer's Jahrhundert is an early masterpiece of the genre.)7 Second, since at least the 199os, the history of performance also has been gathering momentum, especially among opera scholars. (Here, for once, we may indeed be dealing with a trend that is particularly pronounced in the U.S., where the precipitous decline in the cultural prestige of high art and the tremendous vitality of popular music traditions-in which the distinction between composer and performer is less pronounced and the composer enjoys a less privileged position than in the literate high-art music of the last few centuries-have produced a veritable explosion of scholarly interest in popular, performercentered, music.) In the remaining portion of this paper I will discuss a particularly radical and thought-provoking recent proposal in this area.
In an essay that appeared earlier this year, Carolyn Abbate argues for a "drastic" rather than "gnostic" conception of music and would want to see musicology's efforts redirected accordingly.8 (She borrows the terms from Vladimir Jankelevitch, whose book Music and the Ineffable she has recently translated and whose sympathy for the "drastic" she shares.9) She reminds us that in 1985 'Joseph Kerman argued for a disciplinary revolution in musicology" (50o6), urging that it shift its attention from "positivism" (positivist musicologists prefer to collect data and establish facts rather than to interpret them) and "formalism" (formalist music theorists analyze the internal structures of individual works but refrain from contextual interpretation) to "criticism" (Kerman's term), or "hermeneutics" (as Abbate prefers to call it), or "history" (to stick to Dahlhaus's formula)-that is, to musicology centered on interpretation.o0 Abbate's exemplary formalist is Charles Rosen. Within the church of hermeneutics she distinguishes the vulgar "low" denomination consisting of those who believe that meaning is encoded once and for all in the notes by the composer, and the somewhat more hermeneutics, the main practitioner she seems to have in mind is Richard Taruskin. For Abbate, the problem with Kerman's revolution is that in one crucial respect formalism and hermeneutics "are twins" (530): When they say "music," they mean "work," the aural object we imagine when we look at the score, and they ignore "performance," the real, not imagined, aural object, the actual "event" produced and experienced at a specific time and in a specific space. "Between the score as a script, the musical work as a virtual construct, and us, there lies a huge phenomenal explosion, a performance" (533). It is this phenomenal explosion that musicology studiously avoids. Therefore a new disciplinary revolution is called for, one that will shift our attention from works to performances.
Why is it important that we do this? It is important, Abbate argues, because it is the performance and not the work that is the real rather than merely imagined ("phenomenal" and not merely "virtual") music (she is incontestably, tautologically, right about that); when we ignore this actually made and experienced sounding event in favor of the disembodied abstraction that is the work, we bypass the sensuous, audible, immediate experience (the "drastic") and put in its place the intellectual, supra-audible, mediated (that is, interpreted) meaning (the "gnostic"). Thus we avoid what is of real value in music: the experience, the powerful physical and spiritual impact it may have on us. "Music in performance affects us physically, but, as Jankelevitch points out, its physical action can engender spiritual conditions, grace, humility, reticence" (529). This, too, seems to me incontestable. Moreover, Abbate defensively adds, the openness to experience would not deprive our involvement with music of all moral-political value, on the contrary: "Jankelevitch's argument acknowledges music's precious humanity and social THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY reality ... by emphasizing an engagement with music as tantamount to an engagement with the phenomenal world and its inhabitants" (530). Avoidance of the experience of performed music "can foreclose much that is of value, both intellectually and morally, in encountering a present other at point-blank range" (532). But why, then, do we fear experience and defend ourselves against the physical and spiritual effects of performance? To begin with, there is the professional deformation of the clerk: Meaning, not experience, is the academy's favorite coin. Abbate recalls the distinction the literary scholar Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht recently drew between "meaning culture" and "presence culture" and his persuasive argument that "one of them is perpetually in danger of appearing illegitimate in the academy -presence culture" (531).11 (To which she adds: "Yet meaning culture -scholarship's privileged culture-is inadequate to deal with certain aesthetic phenomena, events like performed music in particular" [531].) But the avoidance of presence runs deeper. At the root of the hermeneutic temptation to substitute meaning for experience, Abbate suggests, lies the fear of the irrational: Performed music "can ban logos or move our bodies without our conscious will" (532). Frightened by Dionysus, we feel safer with Apollo.
I am in fundamental sympathy with Gumbrecht's and Abbate's arguments and aims, with their insistence that we do not bypass the immediate, sensuous experience and sacrifice its carnal and spiritual effects in our professionally motivated eagerness to move on to interpreted, intellectual meaning. As Horace suggested long ago, the point of the arts is not only to edify, to make us better and wiser, but also to give pleasure. Some, perhaps most, people want to be not only good but also happy. It is encouraging to see such hedonistic notions as beauty and pleasure regain academic respectability after decades of moralistic neglect.12 Whether or not the combined efforts of Abbate, Gumbrecht, and others will amount to the emergence of a New Aestheticism, it is certainly salutary for our students to be reminded that no matter how much edifying cultural theory they absorb, this cannot be a substitute for direct experience of the arts, and that such experience can have a human value and dignity of its own, even if it makes no direct contribution to such worthy causes as making our societies even more egalitarian than they already are.
And yet I suspect that there is less to this revolution than meets the eye here. To begin with, Abbate overdraws the opposition between the real performance and the imaginary work. In her view, the former is the object of immediate, sensuous experience; the latter, the vehicle of mediated (that is, interpreted, "hermeneutic") intellectual meaning. In fact, however, the hermeneutic element cannot be wholly banished from the arena of performance: There is no such thing as pure experience, uncontaminated by interpretation.
Recall It may be true that "formalism's rush to descriptive taxonomies or technical analyses is just as distancing [from "an unmediated musical experience"] as hermeneutics' rush to metaphysical signifieds, tandem flights from music as performed" (531), but it is no less true that these flights cannot be completely grounded; they are not flights from the experience of performed music but rather an indispensable component of any such experience. In any experience of a temporal object, the imaginary future and past invade the real present, contaminating the immediacy of presence with interpreted meaning.
Formalism and hermeneutics will always be with us. But this is not necessarily a bad thing: Properly managed, they can actually enhance and enrich the experience of performance, not distract from it. As you listen to a performance of Brahms's C minor symphony, your inner formalist will notice how its main themes are related to one another. An 497 THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY inner voice will also mark the gradual emergence of references to the first movement of Beethoven's C minor symphony. (Is it still the formalist whispering, or has your inner hermeneut taken over? You are no longer within the charmed circle of the work whose performance you are actually attending, although the audible sounds do not yet refer to something other than sounds, which for Abbate seems to be the condition of hermeneutics.) At this point, your clearly hermeneutic synapses begin firing out of control: If you lean toward individual psychology, you cannot help thinking of the "anxiety of influence" or "melancholy of impotence"; if you are, rather, socially inclined, the sense of "cultural belatedness" of the Ringstrasse period will appear on your inner radar screen. It is an exaggeration to call any of these signifieds "metaphysical," but signifieds they are: Your thoughts have taken you beyond the sounds immediately at hand, beyond any sounds in fact. But these thoughts do not prevent you from hearing the sounds the orchestra is actually producing; nor do they impoverish the physical and spiritual effects of these sounds. On the contrary, your experience gains in depth and intensity and becomes multidimensional; you are no longer imprisoned in the Don Juan's Now. Even such a lowly, despised formalist product as a descriptive taxonomy may enrich what you hear: After having been told for years that the finale of the same Brahms symphony is a rondo, you will hear it anew when you realize that it is the sort of movement in which the recapitulation begins directly after the exposition and incorporates elements of a development as it goes along. Finally, the physical and spiritual effects of performed music (what is most precious for Abbate) would be severely blunted if we succeeded in attending only to what is present and blotted out all expectation and all memory: The exhilarating sense of a breakthrough after a struggle, a common effect of symphonies written in the wake of Beethoven's Fifth and Ninth and surely a spiritual one, is not the effect a performance of the symphony could have on someone who attended only to the present moment, without any awareness of its past. The example I have chosen is, of course, slanted in the extreme. Not all music requires this degree of active attention to its expected future and remembered past in addition to its actual present. It may well be that much, perhaps most, music, today and in the past, in the West and the world over, requires of us not much more than a passive and rapt absorption in the present moment. Even such music, however, does not eliminate the imaginary completely: When listening to a jazz improvisation, I do not have to forget the standard on which it is based -its chord progressions, melody, words; when listening to "Casta diva," I do not have to (and could not, even if I wanted to) forget Callas's voice. Also in this kind of listening, passive and absorbed in the mo-
